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IN MEMORIAM:
REFLECTING
ON THE LIFE
OF DR. KEVIN
EAMES
by Mary Haynes
On the evening of September 11th, Covenant students
and faculty gathered in the
chapel to celebrate the life
of Dr. Kevin Eames, the
late chair of the Psychology
Department at Covenant.
Welcomed by a soft hymn
medley played by Dr. Finch,
they sat in quiet reflection
as Chaplain Lowe took the
stage.
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW: ADMISSIONS UPDATE
by Anna Rogers
Have you been looking around
campus this new school year
and wondering, “Who are
these people? I’ve never seen
them before. Am I losing it? Is
this the end?” You’re not alone,
and there’s a good reason for
all the unfamiliar faces. That
reason? New students! As a
new year begins to take shape,
let’s take a step back into the
past to remember last year.
And by last year, I’m specifically talking about admissions.

For new kids out there or those
who somehow completely
missed it, admissions was a hot
topic on Covenant’s campus
due to some changes made in
the department and the turnover of staff. But what about
admissions now? What has admissions been doing over the
summer?
For starters, let’s talk facts.
Brad Tomas, Assistant Vice
President of Enrollment Management, said that Covenant’s
goal for this school year was
250 new students. “We were

on target leading up to movein day and O-Week, however
fell just shy of that goal with
an incoming class of 246,” said
Tomas.
Those 246 new students are
broken up into 223 freshman,
21 transfer students, and 2
re-admit students. Tomas also
mentioned that missing the
mark on this goal was not due
to lack of effort.
In fact, Anne Fuller, an admissions counselor and Covenant College alumna (’18),

agrees that effort was that not
the issue. Fuller said that enrollment numbers have been
downtrending since 2014 due
to “turnover, vacant positions,
and negligence.”
She mentioned, however, that
higher education across the US
has taken a blow as well, creating low enrollment across the
country.
“Due to downtrending numbers,” Fuller said, “our 2019
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

“A memorial is oftentimes
something to help preserve
remembrance,” Lowe said,
“but our memorial tonight is
not about capturing life, but
instead about celebrating
life. For the next hour or so
we will slow down and be reminded of God’s love, which
Kevin lived out in our midst,
and the reality that death has
been conquered by Jesus,
whom Kevin humbly clung
to.”
Hannah Bloomquist, Resident Director of Andreas
Residence Hall, was first to
speak. For her, Eames faithCONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CHAOS ACROSS THE POND:
WHERE IS BREXIT NOW?
by Ian Banks
Currently, the United Kingdom (UK) hurtles towards
separation from the European
Union (EU). Back in 2016, the
former Prime Minister of the
UK, David Cameron, called
for a national vote. The people
of the UK elected to exit the
EU, beginning Brexit.
The following three years have
seen a tremendous amount of
upheaval in Parliament. Cameron supported a “Remain”
position and resigned immediately following the election.
His replacement, Theresa May,
had the task of guiding the
UK to a calm and frictionless
separation. In January of 2019,
May’s first withdrawal agreement was defeated, as were
her second and third plans in
March.
At the end of March, shortly
before the UK was due to leave
the EU, both the EU and the

UK agreed to extend the leave
date until October 31, 2019. In
May of this year, Theresa May
put forward a fourth and final
plan. She resigned after its defeat.
This led to a series of elections
within the Conservative party,
which still holds a majority in
Parliament. After a gauntlet of
votes, on July 23rd, Boris Johnson was elected as the new
Prime Minister. He has long
campaigned for a “hard” Brexit. He wants the UK to leave
quickly and decisively with as
little involvement with Europe
as possible.
After his election Johnson immediately reinforced his plans
for a definitive leave date of
October 31. This conviction is
not shared by his entire party.
Many of the other Members
of Parliament (MPs) including Johnson’s own Conservatives are anxious about the
prospects of a no-deal Brexit.
A no-deal Brexit would mean
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that there would be no signed
agreements between the EU
and the UK. This would leave
all trade and immigration between the UK and continent to
be regulated by international
trade law.

the 1960s to 1990s, the UK
and the Republic of Ireland (a
member of the EU) signed the
Belfast Agreement. This kept
Northern Ireland a part of the
UK, but with strong links to
the Republic of Ireland.

The economic ramifications of
a no-deal Brexit will be significant but cannot be clearly anticipated. However, for many
in the UK, the more pressing
issue is that of the Irish border.
Following the Troubles, or the
Northern Ireland conflict from

Many in the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, and
the UK as a whole are strongly opposed to any hard border
being set up between the Irelands out of fear of the possibility of reigniting the Troubles
once again.

This brings us to where we
are today. At the beginning
of September, Johnson made
good on his threats to call Parliament into recess, officially
called “proroguing” Parliament, for the rest of September and much of October, all
but guaranteeing that October
31st will be the no-deal Brexit.
While many in Parliament are
opposed to a no-deal Brexit,
no agreement has been signed.
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ANGEL OF DEATH:
AMERICAN MISSIONARY
SUED OVER DEATHS OF
UGANDAN CHILDREN
by Will Payne
In 2009, 19-year-old American
Renee Bach moved to Uganda
to found Serving His Children, a faith-based nonprofit
organization. Bach, who has
no medical training or college degree, was sued earlier
this year in the High Court of
Uganda by the parents of two
children who allegedly died in
her care. She is also accused
of causing the deaths of 105
Ugandan children by misrepresenting herself as a medical
professional and denying her
patients access to the local
hospital system.
Her case calls into question
the system of international
medical charity and the role of
Westerners in the medical systems of African countries.
Although Bach was formally
sued in January of 2019, her
case did not gain international media attention until this
summer. In July, multiple news
organizations including NPR,
ABC, and The Root began reporting accounts by former
patients and employees which
paint a disturbing picture of
Bach’s clinic in Jinja.
According to sources, she administered blood transfusions,
oversaw sensitive feeding regimens for severely malnourished patients, inserted IV
catheters, diagnosed conditions like tuberculosis, HIV/
AIDS, and malaria, and regularly wore a white coat and
stethoscope.
In 2011, Bach wrote on the
Serving His Children blog

ADMISSIONS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
goals were adjusted based on
predicted enrollment outcomes. Despite predictions, we
aimed high and I’m glad to say
we came just 4 students shy of
our goal.” Pretty good, admissions, pretty good.
So let’s go back a little. Tomas said, “As the campus is
well aware, there have been
some difficult years in the admissions office,” (hence admissions being a hot topic on
Covenant’s campus last year).
Because of this, tremendous
strides were taken to better improve the admissions department and process as a whole.
For starters, several new staff
have been added this summer. Tomas said that Alana
Clinksclae was hired as an admissions counselor, focusing
on recruiting students from
Atlanta and central Georgia.
Henry Paris (’18) was hired
as a part-time admission rep-

about a 9-month-old baby
named Patricia. Writing in
the first person, she recounted
that “I hooked the baby up to
oxygen and got to work… As
I took her temperature, started an IV, checked her blood
sugar, tested for malaria, and
looked at her HB [hemoglobin] count… I was attempting
to diagnose the many problems that could potentially be
at hand… After doing a search
for blood around Jinja town,
we found her type and it was
a match! We started the transfusion…”
However, there were major
complications which Bach
glossed over in the blog post.
According to Jackie Kramlich, an American nurse who
was volunteering at Serving
His Children at the time, Bach
called her into the room a few
minutes later as the infant
began wheezing. The wrong
blood type had been administered. Bach told Kramlich
that she wasn’t sure if it was an
allergic reaction, because her
Google search said that allergic reactions often came with
a rash. Kramlich convinced
Bach to take the baby to a local hospital, where the child
recovered. Kramlich resigned
from Serving His Children
several months later, citing
ethical concerns.
Bach’s story was brought to
light by several Ugandan advocacy organizations. These
include the Women’s Probono Initiative, a legal organization sponsoring the court
case against her, and No White
Saviors, a controversial on-

resentative to help represent
Covenant at more places this
fall during what Tomas calls
the “busiest travel season.”
Along with these new members to the staff, this summer
Erik Vitolins was also promoted to Assistant Director of Admissions. Exciting stuff for our
admissions friends!
Along with these changes in
staff, Fuller explained that
those in the office have been
making a huge effort as well to
better the admissions department as a whole.
She said that Claire Hirte,
Associate Director of Admissions, “rallied the office by
equipping us with new digital
tools, better training, direction, and care.”
Fuller also mentioned that
Tomas added Covenant to
the Common Application, a
non-profit organization that
allows applicants to more easily apply to the colleges and
universities that sign up with
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line campaign against prideful
“white saviorism” in missionary and charity work in African countries.
The court case against Bach alleges that, of the approximately
900 children with severe malnutrition who were treated at
Serving His Children, 105 died
at the clinic.
According to accusations by
No White Saviors, many more
children may have died within
a few days of leaving the clinic, as the clinic kept no official
death records and frequently
discharged extremely ill patients.
Bach denies that she ever represented herself as a doctor or
medical professional, and she
says that the accounts from
former staff accusing her of
misconduct come from individuals with whom she had
personal disagreements.
She left Uganda in 2015, amid
growing questions from local
health officials and “threats”
from local people. Serving
His Children agreed to partner with the Health Ministry
of Uganda in further activities
treating medically fragile patients.
Bach has retained U.S. legal
counsel from David Gibbs III

the company, over 800 schools
currently.
Admissions counselors have
also been working hard to
raise numbers, as they have
“literally made strides all over
the US, striving to cover more
ground,” as Fuller puts it.
Jennifer Thompson, Coordinator of Admissions Operations,
has also played a vital role in
trying to elevate the admissions department. Thompson
explained that this year she has
been working on implementing Covenant’s new Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) software called Slate.
Slate is said to help improve
modern admissions and advancement by allowing admissions departments to deal with
things like applications, test
scores, and other materials in
one comprehensive area.
“[Slate] is a pretty powerful admissions recruitment tool,” she
said. “After just four months of
working with the new CRM,

of the National Center for Life
and Liberty, who has referred
to the social media advocacy
campaign against her as “reputational terrorism.” Bach does
not plan to return to Uganda
to respond to the lawsuit in
court. Serving His Children
points out that their reported case fatality rate for severe
malnutrition is in line with the
rates at other health centers.
The Bagpipe spoke with Henry
Hooks, a Covenant sophomore
who spent his summer shadowing Dr. Timothy Ssemakula,
a Ugandan physician working
in a rural area outside Kampala. Reflecting on the Bach case,
Hooks encouraged nuance between the prideful attitudes of
some charity workers and the
real medical needs that many
people still have.
On the one hand, Hooks noted that, “As an American, it’s
easy to get in the mindset of,
‘I have all these resources. So
anything that I do is going to
be helpful no matter if it saves
lives.’ …It’s just so prideful and
ridiculous because there are
doctors there, there are lots of
resources for people to get real
medical help… It was just really frustrating and bothered me
a lot that she was assuming a
role of, ‘I can do this, and it’s
not really that bad if anything
happens, because they’re gon-

I can already see advances in
our office where slower, outdated processes have been
streamlined and brought up to
industry standards.”
Bottom line: admissions is
making big moves everyday to
combat some of the low numbers that have presented themselves in the past. Whether it’s
implementing new software,
figuring out how to make the
admissions process more accessible, or traveling across the
country to present what Covenant has to offer, everyone in
admissions has kicked it into
high gear. Along with admissions themselves, there are
more people who can help the
department reach their goals.
That’s right, those people are
students!
“I believe that all students are
ambassadors and recruiters for
the college,” Tomas explains.
“All the students who contribute, whether by leading tours,
making phone calls, hosting
students overnight, or other

na die anyway.’”
On the other hand, Hooks
emphasized that real medical
needs exist, and can be met:
“[Bach] could have done a lot
in the way of providing resources for people to get to
a medical clinic. Like, if she
wanted to run a nutrition center that’s just feeding people,
not doing any medical work,
fantastic. That’s such a good
way for her to connect with
people and be invested in their
lives. And if somebody comes
who’s medically malnourished,
then she could say, ‘Okay, we
have couriers that can take you
to the hospital in central Jinja,
and they’re going to take care
of you there.’”
According to advocacy groups
like No White Saviors, the
Bach case shows a weakness
in the attitudes and objectives
of independent Western missionaries providing “aid” in
African nations.
Reflecting on how to navigate this conversation, Hooks
said, “Go with an attitude of,
‘I’m entering somebody else’s
country and all I want to do is
learn from them and try to understand their culture better.’
Not trying to be a savior and
feel good about myself. Because Christ went in humility,
and we should go in humility.”

ways, are essential to helping
prospective students understand what life at Covenant is
truly like.” Students play no
small role in the admissions
and decision making process
for prospective students.
Fuller mentioned that there
are ways for students themselves to be involved in the
admissions process, and she
even goes so far as to say that if
there is anything that a student
enjoys about Covenant, get involved in admissions.
“Host a student, talk to your
high school friends about Covenant, interview to be a student caller next year. Or just be
a super cool person and attract
super cool people to campus.
Simple as that.”
Since everyone knows we’re all
super cool people here, sounds
like we’ve got it covered. You
hear that, admissions enrollment goal? We’re coming for
you.
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fully modeled the Christian
life at Covenant, both as a
professor and a friend.
“Kevin Eames was never
afraid of a hard question,”
Bloomquist said. “He wasn’t
scared that a difficult or uncomfortable question would
undo his theology. But rather, his theology and his firm
trust in the Lord and God,
the Creator of the universe,
would hold in the midst of
the most difficult question.
In his absence, we do grieve,
but we also celebrate the
work that he did. Because of
his absence, we here at Covenant are challenged even
more to stand in the gap.”
Echoing these words, Dr.
Mike Rulon, Katie Kelley,
and Dr. Jeff Hall also shared
their reflections and anecdotes on Dr. Eames. They
reiterated the Christian love
he displayed towards others
and the firm faith he held in
God despite hardship.
“I was profoundly and deeply
influenced by Kevin’s teaching, but more importantly
by his friendship,” remarked
Katie Kelley, a Covenant
alumna and former student
of Dr. Eames. “Not only was
Dr. Eames a delight to know,
to study under, and to work
with, but he expressed delight in all areas of his life.
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His joy was a rebellious joy,
one that knew darkness and
suffering and refused to let it
win. Through this vulnerability, he invited me into that
rebellious joy, to defiantly
declare in the face of grief,
‘Where, O death, is your
sting?’”
After a clip from Dr. Eames’s
commencement speech, the
service concluded with an
excerpt from Handel’s Messiah, which Dr. Eames specifically requested before he
died. The words from this
selection echoed the promises found in 1 Corinthians 15,
read earlier in the service by
Dr. Jay Green: “Behold! I tell
you a mystery. We shall not
all sleep, but we shall all be
changed, in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the
last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, and the dead
will be raised imperishable,
and we shall be changed.”
Though it has been several months since he passed
on, the Covenant community continues to be blessed
by the life and work of Dr.
Kevin Eames. In his wake
lie memories of his laughter
and friendship, his joy and
vulnerability, and his faith
and love for Christ. To use
the words of Dr. Mike Rulon, a friend and former colleague of Dr. Eames, “Kevin
will be surely missed—really,
really missed.”
photo from covenant.edu

INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
AROUND THE WORLD IN 600 WORDS
by Lief Le Mahieu
A report indicating that ISIS
has begun reconsolidating
its power was released by the
Department of Defense in
August. The report, looking
at U.S. efforts of stabilization
in Iraq and Syria, implies that
President Trump’s declaration
of victory over ISIS in December 2018 was premature.
It states that while ISIS has
lost much of the territory it
once held, it still has established cells with the ability to
train ISIS fighters. ISIS is also
allegedly “reestablishing financial networks in both countries.”
This global unrest expands beyond the Middle East to China, where videos circulating
online show Hong Kong police
beating up civilians on a local
metro. Pro-democracy activists have been staging protests
against the Chinese government in Hong Kong.
A law giving the Chinese government the power to remove
Hong Kong residents for trial
on mainland China in June
spurred the original protests. They continue to march

against the socialist structure
of the Chinese government
and for the expansion of democracy.
Joshua Wong, leader of the
pro-democracy group Demosisto, hopes to enlist help
against the Chinese government from nearby Taiwan. In a
meeting with reporters, Wong
pushed back against the narrative that China’s power over
Hong Kong will increase and
that it would soon hold Taiwan
as well. “Hong Kong can be
like Taiwan,” he said, “A place
for freedom and democracy.”
Democracy has also been a
controversial topic in Britain
as new Prime Minister, Boris
Johnson, hopes to ensure that
Britain leaves the European
Union, per the results of the
Brexit election in 2016. “The
referendum results must be respected,” Johnson tweeted on
August 30, “We will leave the
EU on 31st October.”
He faces opposition from
many members of parliament,
and on September 3 the BBC
reported that “Tory rebels and
opposition MPs have defeated the government in the first
stage of their attempt to pass a

law designed to prevent a nodeal Brexit.”
Johnson has lost two bids for a
snap or general election. This
election could have given him
enough votes to complete the
Brexit process if more Conservatives were elected.
Over the months of June, July,
and August, over 150 Eritrean
Christians have been detained
in underground tunnels by Eritrea’s government. According
to the International Catholic News, these Christians, in
order to accommodate more
prisoners, are forced to expand
the tunnels by digging. The
imprisoned Christians come
from the Faith Mission of
Christ Church in Keren.
Christian hospitals have also
been targeted recently by the
Eritrean government. On July
8, the latest of twenty-one
Catholic-run hospitals and
clinics was shut down.
Daniela Kravetz, a reporter on
Human Rights in Eritrea criticized the government for its
actions.
“The seizure of these health
facilities will negatively impact the right to health of the
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affected population,” she said,
“In particular those in remote
rural areas.” Refusing to renounce Christianity at the
behest of the government, six
former Eritrean governmental
workers also await their fate.
Uncertainty dominates international headlines. Will
there be an ISIS resurgence?
Will the Hong Kong protests

be resolved peacefully or violently? Will Brexit proceed or
be blocked? Will Eritrea yield
to international pressure and
release the imprisoned Christians? The answers to these
questions will have major
ramifications for the international political and economic
climate.
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GILBERT
ARENAS

played college ball alongside
fellow NBA legend Richard
Jefferson, losing the National
Championship to Duke in his
final season before being drafted.

by Nate Plating

Upon entering the NBA,
Arenas chose number 0 as a
response to his critics who
claimed he would play that
many minutes in the league.
His number quickly earned
him the nickname Agent Zero,
a nickname he embraced.

Recently the new NBA 2K20
was released—a very solid
game, but that’s not where this
is going. A while back 2K began adding historic teams for
the user to play as. This part of
the game has changed over the
years, sometimes being a bigger part of the game, and other
times a smaller part. But this
year they decided to add a few
new historic teams. Included
in this addition is the 200607 Washington Wizards—a
team lead by greats like Caron
Butler, Antawn Jamison, and
perhaps most notably, Gilbert
Arenas.

Arenas came into the NBA and
quickly made an impact with
the bad Golden State Warriors

of a few years back, not the
good ones of today. This led to
Arenas receiving a large contract before his third season
from the Washington Wizards,
a team he supposedly chose
on a coin flip. He began to
hit his stride after joining the
Wizards. During the 2004-05
season, Arenas and NBA legend Larry Hughes teamed up
to be the NBA’s highest scoring backcourt. Arenas would
go on to be a 3-time All-Star,
once a starter—edging out
Vince Carter—and three time
All-NBA.
But in 2009, in the midst of a

successful career, things began
to fall apart for Arenas. Late in
the year it was found out that
Arenas and teammate Javaris
Crittenton had been bringing
firearms into the team locker
room and had them during an
argument regarding gambling
debts in this same locker room.
Shortly after this incident, Arenas’ teammates stood around
him and he pretended to shoot
them during pre-game introductions. Seeing this, the NBA
decided to suspend him, and
he was also punished for violating D.C. ordinances. Arenas would come back, but he

was never quite the same. He
moved around for a few seasons, ended up in China, then
retired.
Arenas had some problematic moments in his career, but
he sure was exciting. He may
have shot Nick Young with a
BB gun during an NBA gun
awareness meeting, but he was
committed to doing good for
D.C. during his time there and
will forever live on as one of
the most clutch NBA players
of all time.

I became a basketball fan while
living in Ohio, meaning I was
wrapped up in the excitement
of seeing Lebron James begin to take over the NBA as a
young and incredibly talented generational athlete. And
while Lebron’s play was captivating, there was another
player in the Eastern Conference who also never ceased to
amaze—Gilbert Arenas.
Arenas played 12 seasons in
the NBA, 8 of them with the
Washington Wizards and most
of them wearing the number
0. Arenas was a potential first
round pick out of Arizona. He
photo from nbcsports.com

WILL’S THOUGHTS
by Will Kirkpatrick
My name is Will Kirkpatrick
and I am a sports fanatic. Every single waking hour that I
am not at school or with my
girlfriend (shout out Sara),
I am watching sports. SO! I
naturally have many, many
thoughts on the topic. Here are
a few of them.
On Georgia Football
Yeah, I get it, every year our
fanbase claims that “this is the
year” and it has always ended
in a heap of whimpering dawg

fans. BUT NOT THIS YEAR!
After two back-to-back heartbreaking defeats to Alabama
on the cusp of our first National Title since 1980, I can confidently say that this is far and
away the best football team
that Athens, Georgia has produced since the 1980 team led
by Herschel Walker.

On offense, the Dawgs are led
by superstar and future top ten
NFL draft pick Jake Fromm.
Entering his third year as a
starter for the Dawgs, Fromm
is one of the best quarterbacks
in the nation and has proven
time and time again that he
can and will perform at the
highest level, even under the
greatest of pressures.

sayin’. James Cook, Brian Herrien, and Zamir White, all of
whom will be future NFL tailbacks, are also featured in this
star studded backfield. The
wide receiver and tight-end
core is equally as talented, but
none are more impressive than
true freshman George Pickens.
And if you don’t believe me,
Google him, he’s ridiculous.
He looks like AJ Green and I’m
not exaggerating.

The team has no weaknesses.
It has five star recruits all over
the field. This is Kirby Smart’s
Sistine chapel. Finally, a team
full of players he recruited after taking over the program
from Mark Richt back in 2016.

Fromm is flanked by a plethora
of extremely talented running
backs that includes Heisman
candidate De’andre Swift out
of Philadelphia. I might be a
homer, but this kid looks a lot
like prime Barry Sanders, just

On defense, I don’t even know
where to start: superstar linebackers like Monty Rice, elite
defensive backs- Eric Stokes
and Tyson Campbell, two
head-hunting safeties, and a
stable of 5-star pass rushers

This truly is his team.

(Nolan Smith is the next Jadeveon Clowney). Watch out
Tua, that’s all I have to say.
On Son Heung-Min
Easily the most likable footballer on the planet and a true superstar forward for Tottenham
Hotspur, Son is just the best.
I would do anything for this
man. If you’re ever bored on a
Saturday or Sunday morning,
pop on the Spurs game and
look for #7. The kid is electric,
and I promise he will put a
smile on your face (or a frown
if you’re an Arsenal fan).
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THE BOOK LIST:
HUMAN RIGHTS
by Will Payne
A Note from the Writer
Welcome to The Book List, a
new recurring book review
column in The Bagpipe! I’m
Will, a senior studying Biology and Community Development. I love good books, and
over the last four years, I’ve
encountered a lot of exciting
works in a variety of genres.
This column features some
of my favorite books, which I
hope will inspire other Covenant Scots to jump into new
topics outside their interests or
disciplines.
In each issue, The Book List
will tackle a new theme, covering an eclectic variety of social,
literary, and scientific works.
For instance, a few upcoming topics include “The Case
for Long Books” featuring
Thomas Pynchon’s “Gravity’s
Rainbow” and David Foster
Wallace’s “Infinite Jest”, and
“Understanding The American Church” featuring Frances
Fitzgerald’s “The Evangelicals”
and Jemar Tisby’s “The Color
of Compromise.”

Human rights: this is a term
we usually hear in the context
of international law and grandiose political rhetoric. Often,
human rights are distant concepts used to make a point,
or to construct aspirational
creeds like the International
Declaration of Human Rights.
But what does it mean when
these rights are brought down
to the level of personal stories
and specific systems? Frequently, we find that human
rights are not nearly as universal as we might hope—they
are often luxuries of the rich,
or simply reservoirs of pleasant language that are used to
mask injustice. This week, The
Book List reviews two influential books in the social sciences
which investigate overlooked
injustices. They tell the stories
of conveniently ignored people—people without power,
enmeshed in systems of power
which cause them harm.
***
Pathologies of Power:
Health, Human Rights, and
the New War on the Poor

The authors we’ll talk about
here offer fresh approaches
and challenging perspectives.
You may not find that you are
comfortable with everything
in this column. But no matter
the topic, each book here will
be emotionally engaging, innovatively written, and ideologically challenging. So, with
no further ado, let the column
begin!
image from ucpress.edu

THE BEST KIND OF
“TRYHARD”
by Mark Roos
Since their 2015 Soundcloud
debut, The Band CAMINO
has rapidly become a staple of
alt rock music and my Spotify
diet. Having titled themselves
“your mom’s favorite band,”
their songs sport soaring
guitar riffs, dark vocals, and
mournful lyrics wrestling with
love and personal identity.
Following their rise to popularity, the band’s music has
gradually become more pro-

duced, straying away from
their old recipe of spotlighting
electric guitars and melancholic melodies in favor of synthesizers and pop-music vibes. If
COIN, Colony House, or The
1975 are your jam, you’ll love
them.
Their latest release is “tryhard,”
their third EP (although Spotify is convinced it’s an album),
which showcases their newer, more energetic sound. It’s
worth noting that the band
releases most of their music

Author: Paul Farmer
Genre: Medical Anthropology
Available in Kresge: Yes
In One Sentence: A bitingly
acerbic, inspiringly optimistic
call for moral responsibility in
global health, which links the
spread of disease to a set of unjust social, environmental, political, and economic systems.
Paul Farmer is a physician and
medical anthropologist who
has worked in Haiti since the
late 1980s. He is a pioneer in
the study of medicine and social justice, and his passionate
writing makes “Pathologies
of Power” one of my favorite
books in any genre. Farmer
approaches these issues from
a unique moral standpoint:
liberation theology. Liberation theology is an exegetical
approach that focuses on the
“preferential option for the
poor,” a reading of biblical passages on poverty which calls
Christians to a preferential
focus on remedying economic
injustice. Liberation theology
explicitly intends to “liberate”
the poor from oppressive systems.
Farmer questions how anyone
committed to the equal dignity
of all people—which he takes
to include doctors bound by
the Hippocratic Oath, Christians bound by their faith commitments, and anyone with a
moral vision of human equality—could accept the modern
status quo in international
health. Through compelling
anecdotes from global sites of
public health crises—AIDS
in rural Haiti, TB in Russian
prisons, health system access
in Chiapas, Mexico—Farmer crafts a forceful polemic
against reigning concepts in
foreign policy, international
health, global development,
and medical ethics.
as singles, which creates the
curious situation of four songs
(well, more like three and a
half) of the eight on the EP
not actually being new. Likewise, they don’t tread much
new ground when choosing
song topics: heartbreak, poor
romantic decisions, and selfdoubt. The fantastic novelty
and energy of “tryhard” come
from more melodic bass lines,
brighter vocals, faster tempos,
and bouncy synth riffs.
The opening track, “What I
Want,” is the half-old song I
mentioned earlier. Having released the original version in
2017, the band chose to tweak
the intro of the song and clean
up the vocals a bit. I miss the
cutting harmonies and plucky
guitar riff of the 2017 edition,
but the updated sound fits well
with the new style.
Next up is the first new song,
“Hush Hush,” in which lead
vocalist Jeffrey Jordan goes
over the plan for a clandestine rendezvous with a lover,
repeatedly imploring, “Hush
hush / Don’t give it away.” That
catchy tag, the lilting but powerful electric guitar lines, and
driving drums make it hard to
not nod along to the beat.

photo from nbcsports.com

“Daphne Blue” is another previously released song, but it fits
perfectly with the rest of the
EP. It foreshadows the band’s
transition to their new style as
the vocals cut from dark and
rounded in the pre-chorus to
the bright, belted-out first line
of the chorus: “You got me off-

“Pathologies of Power” is highly readable—a unique sense of
urgency pervades the book,
calling readers to consider the
plight of real people in real
places, disadvantaged by global systems which many people
think are forces for good.
If you read this book, you’ll
be challenged to re-examine
many concepts you probably
take for granted. By stepping
into Farmer’s mind, with his
crystal-clear view of human
rights and universal human
dignity, you’ll be challenged
to more carefully define your
own beliefs about human
worth and wellbeing. You may
even be spurred into action.
***
Evicted: Poverty and Profit
in the American City

image from
penguinrandomhouse.com

Author: Matthew Desmond
Genre: Sociology, Urban Ethnography
Available in Kresge: Yes
In One Sentence: An intensely personal, meticulously
researched, and narratively heartbreaking account of
housing insecurity in America,
combining novel-like writing
with true stories and extensive
data.
“Evicted” is a uniquely authoritative work, because it is
track, got me thinkin’ abstract.”
Switching from lost love to
current relationships, “Honest” (their most recent single)
begins deceptively laid-back
with twinkling synths and auto-tuned background vocal
tracks, giving way to punchy
bass lines, wailing guitars, and
unrelenting drums.
The fifth track on the EP, “See
Through,” is the last to have
debuted as a single. It was also
my most binged song over the
summer; I spent an inordinate amount of time trying to
memorize the staccato, impassioned chorus (“I’ll be outside,
I been cooped up / Bloodshot
eyes, need a ride, will you pick
up?”) on my commute. Arrangement-wise, it’s similar to
“Honest,” with an emphasis on
pad loops and synth choirs in
the verse and more “classic”
instrumentation in the chorus.
It’s hard to pick my favorite
song from this EP, but the next
two may be the top contenders. “Haunted” starts with a
cheerful-enough synth loop
and driving two-part intro,
only to drop off into a musically sparse, voice-and-drums
driven verse. The vocals rise to
a wail for the chorus, and the
song never completely lets go
of that angsty energy.
Its competition, and the nextto-last track on the album, is
“Farsighted.” The band wraps
this fretful, introspective tour
of self-identity in a positively bouncy bass riff, chipper

essentially an act of storytelling: instead of approaching the
problem of housing insecurity from the 30,000-foot view
of theory, Matthew Desmond
focuses his narrative on real
individuals on the brink of
eviction, empathetically recounting their stories.
To write “Evicted,” Desmond
moved into an economically
depressed area of Milwaukee,
WI, for two years, not knowing what he might find. He
emerged with the stories of
eight families struggling to
keep a roof over their heads,
along with the perspectives
of two landlords who rented
property to them. As the title
implies, “Evicted” is about an
American crisis of eviction,
a slow and hidden malignancy that is eating the economic
systems of American cities and
harming the most vulnerable
residents. In 2016, four legal evictions were filed every
minute in America. Desmond
estimates that for each one of
these, two more evictions were
informally negotiated between
landlords and tenants. Intimidation, legal deception, and
predatory financial arrangements are regularly used to
boost profits from rental properties, and the legal system is
usually unable to help.
“Evicted” is a remarkable book
for its ability to link individual
stories to the broader forces of
economic blight in the American city. It is an upsetting,
challenging narrative about
the American urban underclass, told using some of the
most engaging ethnographic
research in recent publication.
It reveals the hidden plight of
millions of economically insecure Americans, and invites
readers to identify with their
stories.
synths, and a generally upbeat vibe. Incidentally, the
song contains a delightful description of inner monologue:
“There’s a voice inside my head
that I call me / Who’s a collection of conversations and melodies.”
Following the trend of disguising pained lyrics in upbeat
tunes, “Break Me” concludes
the album by picking apart
the narrator’s justifications for
staying in a possibly abusive
relationship. This soul-searching is set to biting synths, lively
drums, and relentless guitar
lines. “I hate the way you make
me just / Wish I could make
you hate me” is a brutal way to
describe a relationship.
In a Facebook post regarding the EP’s release, the group
shared, “Somewhere along
the way people have called us
‘try-hards’ thinking we took
ourselves too seriously or were
trying to be something we
weren’t. Of course, we are tryhards. The entire reason we’re
here is to create something
bigger than ourselves. A lot of
times people use ‘try-hard’ in
a derogatory sense, but we’d
rather own the fact that we’ve
given every ounce of ourselves
to making this music.”
The effort The Band CAMINO
put into this record shows, and
careful listening has only increased my initial, immediate
enjoyment.
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THE GREATER &
LESSER DOXOLOGY
by Harmonee Keitt
On August 30, Covenant College had the first chapel of the
2019-2020 school year. Chapel
commenced as normal with
an opening time of worship, a
message from Chaplain Lowe,
and a closing benediction.
While for many years chapel
would end in a singing of the
Doxology, this year the announcement was made that instead of singing the Doxology,
we would be singing the Gloria
Patri.
There was much confusion that
spread across the Covenant
community. Many students
were unfamiliar with this new
hymn and questioned if they
would ever learn to appreciate
the Gloria Patri as much as the

beloved Doxology.
But what’s the big difference
between the two hymns? At
first glance, both hymns simply speak of giving praise and
glory to the Trinity. But when
you take a closer look, the
Doxology speaks of all forms
of creation giving praise to the
Trinity, while the Gloria Patri
strictly focuses on how all glory should be bestowed to the
Trinity from now until eternity.
During the time of the early
church, there were not many
creeds that embodied the beliefs of the church. However,
in response, the local churches
composed creeds according to
their faith and understandings.
Similar to the Doxology, the
Gloria Patri was used as a “cut-

off ” for psalms or hymns, as a
sign that the liturgy was complete. While not as known as
the Doxology, the Gloria Patri
is also known as the “Lesser
Doxology,” in order to distinguish it from the Gloria in excelsis, the “Greater Doxology.”
A modern telling of the origin
of the Doxology is that it was
written by the Anglican Bishop
Thomas Ken. He wrote a series
of hymns during his time at
the Winchester College for the
purpose of edifying the lives
of the students. In 1695, Ken
wrote a series of three hymns
that the students could sing
at different parts of the day.
He urged the students to “be
sure to sing the Morning and
Evening Hymn in your chamber devoutly.” The closing of
the three hymns ended in the
same stanza that we are familiar with singing today. Despite
a minor change made in 1709,
the lyrics have remained consistent since the hymns were
originally published.

In contrast, the Gloria Patri origin story is blurrier. However,
there have been scholars that
contribute it to Paul’s writing
and his invocation of the Trinity: “The grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ, the love of God, and
the communion of the Holy
Spirit be with all of you” (2
Corinthians 13:13).
The mystery of the Trinity
has existed since the dawn of
creation. Nicholas Ayo wrote
a book entitled “Gloria Patri:
The History and Theology of
the Lesser Doxology.” Ayo goes
into extensive detail about the
history of the hymn, but in
short the statement, “Glory to
the Father and to the Son and
to the Holy Spirit as it was in
the beginning, is now, and
will be forever, [world without end]. Amen. Amen;” has
Trinitarian baptismal formula influences, as well as Arian
influences from disputes surrounding the divinity of Jesus.
These hymns seek to remind

CLARK BECKHAM COMES TO
COVENANT SEPTEMBER 30TH
by Olivia Mineo

photos by Eden Anyabwile

my god and me
published anonymously
I took my god for a walk one August afternoon
not knowing it would be our last,
ignorant she would leave so soon
she walked beside me on that day
(an odd thing for my god to do)
little troubled, seemingly
by the cancer creeping in her womb
I would say she left before her time, but then who would I be?
loyalty can’t be measured in years,
though I wish she’d disagree
so don’t take me back
to a sterile room
where my god breathed her last
don’t take me out back
to the tiniest mound
where once my god made me laugh
“It’s only the death of a god,”
you say,
and maybe you have a point
but I miss the never-ending wag
of her brown dog tail, despite.

On September 30th, a guest
musician will be playing for
us in the chapel. You may have
some questions about who this
person is. These will hopefully be answered in this article.
Clark Beckham is an American singer-songwriter who
was born in Nashville, Tennessee on May 15, 1992, but grew
up in White House, Tennessee.
Beckham is the son of Virgil
Beckham, who is also a singer
and an actor.
Beckham graduated from Lee
University and got most of his
musical experience from playing his guitar and singing in
church and on street corners.
During his college years, Beckham was a member of Campus Choir, performed in the
theatre production “Big River,” and wrote and performed
original music for the school’s
production of “Much Ado
About Nothing.” He also composed the score for two short
films and wrote an original
song called “Love’s Not Fair.”
After graduating from Lee,
Beckham hit the streets of
Nashville in hopes of honing his craft. Beckham had
planned to work on a graduate
degree and with the Campus
Choir but those plans were
changed in 2015 when he auditioned for American Idol, becoming the fourth Lee student
to do so. Beckham made it all

the way to the finale of season
14 and placed second, losing to
Nick Fradiani by a very small
margin.
Subsequently, there was a
three year gap where Beckham didn’t release anything
and fans were left wondering
where he was and what he was
doing. In October of 2017, he
was signed on by Quincy Jones
Productions and recorded a
new EP called “Year One” with
Steven Jordan, John Mayer’s
drummer and producer.
Following the release of “Year
One” in 2017, Beckham’s record company granted him a
tour. This tour is featured on
his new album “Year One.”
Beckham enjoyed vibing with
the crowd while he sang his
new album straight through.
Beckham was really excited
about the tour, and he wanted
the tour to be more than just
good, according to the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
He enjoys writing his own music, and his music is a blend
between classic and modern
R&B. Beckham wants to make
the best music he can without
being trendy like every other
artist that is around today.
In an interview by Rodney Ho,
Beckham got honest and open
about his life. He’s been dating
the same girl for three years
now, and he is really happy
with the way his life is today.

us of the mystery and majesty
of God the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. In them we are
able to share in the same hymnal prayer sung by believers
before us. So, while it may take
some time to adjust to the new
change, we can be encouraged
that the change was made out
of respect for our mutual faith
in the Trinity.
Chaplain Lowe said that when
he was growing up, the church
was not a part of his upbringing. But he remembers that
once he started going to church
as a young adult, he heard
these hymns and felt a connection to this deeply established
church history, as well to theology as a whole. He doesn’t
favor one hymn over the other,
but rather views both as fundamentally important to the
church. His hope for the Covenant community is that we can
enjoy this new shift in hymns
as an extension to our faith
and further understanding of
the Trinity and the church as
a whole.

Because he is an independent
artist, he keeps costs down to
a minimum. Quincy Jones,
his record producer, is a great
mentor for Beckham and he
gives Beckham the exposure
that he needs to allow his music to be heard. He performs
in Jones’ bar in Dubai for five
nights a week, which will end
on February 17th.
Beckham has a deep rooted
belief in the Gospel and has
had a life-changing experience
with the Holy Spirit. He sings
and writes Christian music but
doesn’t want to only sing these
songs. The reason for this is
that Beckham believes that
God doesn’t want Christians
to be isolated to one genre.
He believes that God doesn’t
have a problem with him being a secular artist who helps
to show people the light of
God. He also believes that God
doesn’t want there to be a distinct wall between Church and
secular. Beckham wants to
write songs about this world,
about people, and about this
life that God has created
through redeemed eyes, according to an article from The
Christan Post.
Either way, Beckham has a
beautiful voice and is successful. His performance is sure
to make people happy. Beckham will be coming to Covenant College on September
30th at 8 pm in the chapel. You
should all come out and see his
performance. It could be life
changing.
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ARE WE
MISUSING THE
ENNEAGRAM?
by Esther Pruitt
If you are like me, you have
heard conversations about Enneagram numbers just about
anywhere: in line in the Great
Hall, in ‘ice-breaker’ questionnaires, you name it. But I
want to challenge the casual
nature of these conversations.
When the results of personality tests (and the Enneagram,
specifically) are shared within
a group, assumptions and generalizations are naturally made
by others. If we are willing to
identify with one of the nine
numbers of the Enneagram, we
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each deserve the space to offer
up our own interpretation of
our results (whether through
critique or elaboration).
In popular culture, there has
been an increasing desire to
understand our individual
personalities. Tests like the
Enneagram and Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator offer simplified
ways to better understand actions, motivations, and behaviors. The question of concern
has been: are we giving ourselves room to push back on
these results? Personality tests
offer a simplified overview of
complex emotions and experiences. For example, thousands
have taken the Enneagram, but
it offers only nine possible outcomes (with a bit of room for
overlap).
The danger of personality tests

REPORT: FANNY PACKS ON THE
RISE AT COVENANT
by Jacob Kortenhoeven
Over my years at Covenant, I
have watched students grapple
with heavy things—Organic
Chemistry textbooks, the complete and uncut edition of “The
Stand” by Stephen King—to
varying degrees of success.
Some rise to the occasion, enduring obstacles (like those
stairs between Founders and
Mills) with seeming ease. But
I’ve seen too many succumb to
the pressure placed on them by
their professors and peers.
However, the days of weight

IS FAKE NEWS
NEW?
by Grant Kierpa
“The failing @nytimes writes
false story after false story
about me. They don’t even call
to verify the facts of a story.
A Fake News Joke!” (June 28,
2017 5:59am).
It is tweets like this from President Donald Trump that have
begun to add a simple phrase
into common language, and
are causing severe distrust in
the media. It has seemed, at
times, that the media has incorrectly reported a few stories about his candidacy and
presidency, most notably the
pre-election numbers of 2016
(though this could arguably be
due to other reasons).
My goal, however, is not to
write an opinion on the falsehood of the media, but to discuss the history of “fake news”
in America. Is this a modern
phenomenon that has evolved
from some journalists’ hysterical hatred for President
Trump? Or is this a practice
that predates the modern era,
heralding back to the beginnings of the press in America?
I argue that the modern concept of “fake news” is something that has existed since the
very establishment of journalism in America.
While the first newspaper publication started in the colonies
in 1690 with the creation of the
“Publick Occurrences Both
Foreign and Domestick” in
Boston, journalism as we know
it today would not spring into

are over. Like Wonder Woman
leaping through the flames of
German gunfire: enter the Fanny Pack. Also called the “belt
bag” or “bum bag” by people
who don’t like to feel uncomfortable when they speak, the
fanny pack has become wildly
popular at Covenant College
over the first few weeks of the
school year.
And for good reason: the fanny pack is incredibly functional; featuring not one but two
zipper-enclosed pockets, this
trusty belt sack can easily hold
daily essentials like trail mix,
action until the British began
to enthusiastically tax the colonies. It was then that there was
a massive increase in the number of newspaper publications
throughout the colonies, all of
which began discussing their
hatred of the British.
But how accurate were these
early American publications?
On March 5th, 1770, violence
erupted between the colonists
and a small British garrison
on the streets of Boston, killing five. Known today as the
Boston Massacre, the Sons of
Liberty made quick work of
this event, molding and publishing it into a PR work of art
that would ultimately lead to
the revolution itself.
The term “massacre” in the
minds of colonists in the 18th
century may have reminded
them of the Massacre of Glencoe, in which government
soldiers in Scotland opened
fired on rival clansmen, killing
thirty-eight and injuring many
more. “Massacre” would have
also triggered thoughts of the
Irish revolution in 1641, which
saw massacres killing upwards
of 12,000.
In the case of the colonists,
they had been abusing and
harassing a lone British guard
for the sake of pure hatred, and
when he had decided to defend
himself by shoving a colonist
aside with the butt of his rifle,
he faced clubbing, beating, and
taunting from an angry mob
of colonists. As reinforcements
arrived, someone in the crowd
would yell “fire,” sparking soldiers to engage the mob. This
led to Paul Revere’s famous
sketch depicting callous British soldiers firing on an innocent crowd of Americans (not

lies in the assumptions made
about how certain traits of an
Enneagram number play out.
These sweeping judgments
may be unfair, or worse, damaging.
With a rise in personality
test-taking for hiring decisions
and career recommendations,
new texts are being published
with titles like, “Ace the Corporate Personality Test” in order
to guide readers through the
types of responses they should
provide on a personality test in
order to land their ideal job.
This attitude towards personality tests regards different
‘types’ as indication for success in specific roles, but each
individual’s personality is so
complex that it cannot be fully
represented by a test result, let
alone by outside parties.

chapstick, and Uniball Signo
DX 0.38mm pens. In addition, fanny packs are spacious
enough for any extra items
you may have on hand, like
phones, wallets, or keys.

External judgment is addressed by test-makers, but
only in part. While Enneagram experts warn that a person’s number should never
be used against them, there is
a resource offered for tips in
“typing” others.

I want to challenge the way
that we currently use the Enneagram. Since the test results
are determined by an individual’s deep fears, motivations,
and sin patterns, our results
deserve a safe space to be discussed.

The Enneagram website advises test-takers to “remember
that you are like a beginning
medical student who is learning to diagnose a wide variety
of conditions, some healthy
and some unhealthy. It takes
practice to learn to identify
the various ‘symptoms’ of each
type and to see larger ‘syndromes.’”

If you choose to share your
Enneagram number with your
peers, make sure that you are
welcome to push back and
elaborate on the general implications of your number. Do
you relate to every unhealthy
tendency for your number? Do
you agree with the suspected
motivations for your actions?

This attitude and terminology
is further encouragement for
external judgments on the personality of others.

could exist. I’m just glad that
many brave Covenant students
are leading the charge in this
area.

Ah, ‘tis the mystery (and genius) of these wonderful carry-on bags. Wearing a filled
fanny pack feels like nothing at
all, and, at the same time, like
you could withstand anything
life asks you to carry.

Additionally, though they
are easily stuffed, these reusable side containers are just
as easily drained. Forget your
Scots ID again? Never waste
time fumbling for your Scots
card in the endless void of
your pants pockets again. One
quick zip, and you’re one step
closer to getting a strep test at
the Priesthill Center (I am not
sponsored by, or associated in
any way with, Nurse Tina).

And let’s just be honest: we have
asked our traditional pockets
to do all our heavy-lifting for
years, never even considering
the idea that an alternative

Furthermore, fanny fans will
be quick to point out that waist
bags have not neglected the
realm of fashion either. In fact,
is it not our waists that lead the

including clubs, picks, or any
sort of weaponry, of course).
By the time the soldiers were
found innocent and the truth
revealed that it was an accident, the message of “massacre” had already made its way
around the colonies, drumming up further support for
independence. Was this “fake
news” in 1770?

of 1898, three newspaper teams
sent their correspondents to
investigate. William Randolph
Hearst, in charge of The New
York Journal, published a piece
that demanded war, and made
it quite clear that it was the
Spanish who blew it up. On
the illustration that appeared
in the article, a mine was intentionally sketched below
the ship. On the other hand,
Joseph Pulitzer’s World published a so-called “suppressed
cable” from the Maine’s captain to Navy Secretary John D.
Long in which the captain stated that the explosion was not
accidental. However, this was a
fake, and such a telegram was
never sent. With all the pressure from Hearst’s Journal and
Pulitzer’s World, Americans
remembered the Maine, and
the United States would declare war on Spain.

“But how does such a full
pouch not weigh down your
waist?” one might ask.

In an 1807 letter to a student
enquiring about how to start
a newspaper, Thomas Jefferson would write, “Nothing can
now be believed which is seen
in a newspaper. Truth itself
becomes suspicious by being
put into that polluted vehicle.”
Jefferson continued that, “the
man who never looks into a
newspaper is better informed
than he who reads them” (This
sounds like something I’ve
read on twitter recently).
While Jefferson was describing the mudslingers from his
presidential campaign, he too
was also a part of the “fake
news” apparatus. When he ran
against John Adams in 1800, he
hired a “hatchet man” named
James Callendar who was to
travel and campaign for him
(since at this point, presidential candidates did not travel
to campaign; both Jefferson
and Adams primarily stayed at
their homes).
Callendar began to whip up
falsities, such as claims that
Adams desperately wanted
to attack France, which by no
means was anything close to
true, but voters bought it, and
Jefferson won the election.
“Fake news” would not end
here, however.
When the USS Maine blew up
in Havana harbor in February

Fake news has even spread
into the 20th century with
mal-reports by newspapers on
the supposed hysteria of the
War of the Worlds radio hoax.
There are many more instances of such fake reporting, but
I will have to leave you to research this on your own for the
sake of brevity.
Needless to say, propaganda,
yellow journalism, or “fake
news” is something that clearly has existed throughout
the history of our nation. So
while President Trump claims
that the falseness of the media today is unprecedented, it
is quite clear that history says
otherwise. Fake news is not
new, and it is very much a part
of our journalistic story as a
nation.

We owe it to ourselves and to
one another to make the conversation on personality more
complex than a chorus of numbers and silent assumptions.

way when we walk? Would it
not be fitting, then, for waist
parcels (featuring an endless
array of vibrant colors and patterns) to represent the “waist,”
so to speak, of fashion?
Indeed, unlike any other conceivable clothing item, hip
pockets can go with literally
(and I mean literally, literally)
anything. Just wear whatever
else you want to wear on any
given day, click that stylish bad
boy into place, and go! Throw
away your mirrors; no need
for consideration, hesitation,
or fear of peer-judging. You
have on your hip the weight of
the world, and boy, does it feel
good.
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THE CLIMATE CRISIS: A
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
by Emily Robertson
The topic of climate change
and environmentalism has
rightfully been encouraged at
Covenant College with the creation of the Campus Stewardship Committee and the lecture in chapel by Dr. Fred Van
Dyk of the Au Sable Institute.
There is definite interest in
urging students to help “save
the earth.” However, there
seems to be a lack of concern,
and even disregard, toward environmentalism in the larger
Christian community.
Caring for the environment is
caring for people. In Matthew
22:37-39, Jesus says ‘“Love the
Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul
and with all your mind.’ This
is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is
like it: ‘Love your neighbor as

yourself.’”
Loving your neighbor includes
caring about their well-being,
and their well-being can be
seriously affected by climate
change.
We have been given dominion over the earth. I propose
that God didn’t mean for our
dominion to be harmful. According to NASA Climate,
the global temperature is rising, oceans are warming, ice
sheets are shrinking, glaciers
are retreating, snow coverage
is decreasing, sea levels are rising, arctic sea ice is declining,
extreme weather events are increasingly occurring, and the
ocean is acidifying.
It can be difficult to care about
each of these factors, especially
if you don’t live in an area that
is directly at risk. This pushes

climate change into being classified as a social justice issue.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has stated, “Climate
change may especially impact people who live in areas
that are vulnerable to coastal
storms, drought, and sea level
rise or people who live in poverty, older adults, and immigrant communities.”
Caring about climate change
includes being aware of the
many groups of people who
are going to suffer more than
you as a result of changing environment.
The Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw tribe from the very small
island of Isle de Jean Charles
off the coast of Louisiana is one
group of people being severely
affected by climate change. The
island has lost approximately
98% of its land since 1955 due
to rising sea levels.
“The loss of once vast tracts of
marshland and trees has left

the island exposed to hurricanes, and frequent flooding
has stripped the land, made
farming impossible, and forced
residents into an annual ritual
of rebuilding,” said an article
from The Guardian.
Federal funding has helped the
people of this tribe relocate.
Relocation sounds like an obvious option, given that many
groups of people have adapted
to new environments since the
beginning of time.
However, no one should have
to relocate due to environmental dangers. Relocation is
extremely difficult for lower
income populations.
The EPA said, “People who live
in poverty may have a difficult time coping with changes. These people have limited
financial resources to cope
with heat, relocate or evacuate,
or respond to increases in the
cost of food.”
Many people do not have the
resources to relocate, which is
why federal funding may need
to be used, but even that is not
an option for many.
More people are being displaced, like the aforementioned tribe, as well as the
people of southern Africa who
were affected by tropical cyclones in March and April of
2019, and the recent damage
done in the Bahamas by Hurricane Dorian.

photo from pbs.org

According to the Center for
Climate and Energy Solutions,
climate change is continually expected to intensify the
impacts of extreme weather
storms.

Greenhouse gas emissions are
more well-known factors of
climate change, and are thus
important to pay attention to.
Specifically, being mindful of
one’s carbon footprint is a critical first step.
The EPA considers electricity and heat production to be
the top contributors to global greenhouse gas emissions
(with a 25% contribution).
Agriculture, forestry, and
other land use follow at 24%.
Livestock production alone is
confirmed to be directly responsible for 14.5% of global
emissions each year. Industry,
transportation, buildings, and
other forms of energy make
up the remainder of emissions.
Living in a developed country
typically means that we consume a lot of these types of
energy daily, making it hard to
change.
Many Christians lack an understanding of why it’s important to steward the earth.
Once people are interested and
understand why Christians
should be on the front lines of
the climate movement, changes can be introduced.
The earth belongs to God. We
have been given dominion of
the earth, which means we are
responsible for being stewards
and caretakers of the environment, seeking to heal areas that
need our help, and to prevent
further damage from occurring. Humans, animals, and
plants world-wide are affected
by the unsustainable decisions
of larger countries. Caring for
the environment is caring for
people.

WHY SHOULD I CARE THAT THERE
ARE NO WOMEN ON THE BOARD?
by Ellie Brown
Last summer at General Assembly, the overture to have
non-ordained persons (i.e.,
women) on the permanent
committees and boards of
the agencies of the PCA was
overruled. This past summer,
the same overture was issued,
but it encountered the same
response: only ordained persons (men) are allowed on the
permanent committees and
boards of the agencies of the
PCA.
The reasoning behind this,
simplified, is that to have
non-ordained persons would
give them ruling authority,
which is considered in the
PCA tradition to be unbiblical, according to The Aquila
Report.
Last summer, there was quite
an uproar among the faculty,
staff, and students of Covenant
College at the decision, and
numerous churches—particularly those that were members of the presbyteries putting
forth the overture—were also

disheartened.
After the overture was met
with the same response this
summer, however, there didn’t
seem to be as vocal of a reaction from the Covenant community. In one sense, it feels
like this decision happened in
another world far away, made
by people we don’t know, and
therefore it doesn’t affect us.
After all, we’ve gotten along so
far without women on these
permanent committees and
boards. Why, then, should
these decisions matter to us,
the students of Covenant College?
In light of this question, I
think it’s important to remember that our experience at Covenant is not the same as for the
PCA as a whole. I think we forget that the things we experience here at Covenant to make
the voices of the marginalized,
the forgotten, and the ignored
heard is not prioritized everywhere, or even in most places.
Here on the mountain, we
love and are constantly be-

ing pushed and taught to love
more. We see the hurt, brokenness, and ugliness in ourselves
and the people around us, and
at Covenant, we’re encouraged
to not only share and lament
those stories, but to also push
each other to see God’s faithfulness and hand in everything. The education we are
receiving is giving us the tools
to be those who bring healing
and reconciliation. These tools
allow us to push each other towards holiness, towards unity,
in ways that are not common
everywhere else—even within
the PCA.
And why are they not more
common? Because of fear. Fear
of doing the wrong thing and
looking stupid in front of important people. Fear of losing
control. Fear of change.
That said, I think we must remember that the people (men)
making these decisions do love
Jesus, and to them, this is what
loving Him looks like. We
should also remember that the
decision was not unanimous.
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In making this decision, however, these men are missing
out—we are missing out—on
enriching our understanding
of the love of Jesus by listening
to other voices that He created,
which in this instance happens
to be female voices.
So, Covenant College, I challenge you to keep caring. I
challenge you to keep following Jesus, wherever that may
take you, and to keep listening
to the voices that are silenced,
even if you disagree with them.
I challenge you to keep praying

for our leadership, at Covenant
and in the PCA as a whole.
Pray for humility, for freedom
from fear, and for a softness
and tenderness towards the
real love of Jesus, not only
their experience of it. Pray that
we, the body of Christ, would
continue to push each other
towards holiness, even when
it’s hard. Because ultimately,
we will remain divided while
we are afraid of change and
each other, and we are called
to unity, to something much
bigger than we are, and that
is why and how we will move
forward.

